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3Scope of String Theory

For much of 20th century physicists were theorists or 
experimentalists. A few, like Feynman, managed both.

In the 21st century, it’s a trinity:

String theorists - and other “High-Energy Physicists” - 
want to explain structure & origin of particles, forces 
& spacetime, from subatomic to cosmological scales. 

In plainer language: we dare to seek the universe’s OS.

Dynamic range? So big it pushes limits of imagination: 
~60 orders of magnitude (powers of ten)! 

Measure in 
laboratory

Model with 
mathematics

Simulate on 
computer

http://powersof10.com/
http://powersof10.com/


Light travels much faster than sound. This is why we 
see a firework explode before we hear it go bang.

Time lag, even for light, is finite!  

Sun is ~150 million km away. Light takes ~8min 20sec 
to traverse it. So sunlight in my eye now is that old.

Modern astrophysicists can peer far back in time by 
collecting very old light emitted by faraway galaxies. 

Special Relativity bedrock principles:-

Lightspeed is the same in all frames of reference.

Causality is intact: there is no Star Trek “time travel”. 
No information can ever travel faster than light.

Here’s the rub: faraway starlight is fainter, because it  
spreads out uniformly in all directions, not just in ours.

Astronomers have built exquisitely sensitive telescopes.

Looking into the Past 4



Visible light, ultraviolet, infrared, radar, radio, X-rays, 
microwaves, gamma rays, TV all EM radiation = photons. 

Photons are massless, so always go at lightspeed c (in 
vacuum). They can change only direction or energy. 
Energy is proportional to frequency. 
Energy depends on reference frame: photons feel a 
relativistic version of the Doppler effect for light.

Light & the Electromagnetic Spectrum 5



General Relativity 
Newton built Gravity 1.0 over 300 years before Einstein 
built Gravity 2.0. His big insight? The very same gravity 
drives motions of celestial bodies as keeps baseballs 
here on Earth. Gravity responds to mass.

Accuracy fine for landing astronauts on the moon.

Einstein started with Newton’s Gravity, added Special 
Relativity, & figured out consistent “General Relativity”. 

Gravity became spacetime, a geometrical concept. 

Spacetime responds to energy.

“Spacetime tells matter how to move,           while 
matter tells spacetime how to curve”.

Einstein’s equations correct Newton’s                        
when gravity is strong or speed is high.  

Measurable in experiments, e.g. GPS,                            
bending of light, perihelion precession, ...
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Expansion of the Universe
Major discovery in 1929: our universe is, on average, 
expanding; other stars are racing away from us.  

Hubble’s Law: further-away light sources move away 
from us faster. Velocity is proportional to distance.

How can this happen?!

Fabric of spacetime is expanding: 

Age of universe: about                                                  
13.7 billion years, plus or minus                                    
0.1 billion years or so.        

How do astronomers/physicists figure this stuff out? 

Many physical science phenomena are accessible to 
human senses. These we can play with directly. Many 
others are not: we have to use indirect methods to 
“see” or “poke” them. Intellectual discipline needed.☺
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Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation
Old vacuum-tube TVs, like the one I watched as a kid in 
New Zealand, show snow if tune between stations. 

~1/10 of it is Cosmic Microwave Background Radiation!

CMBR is EM 
radiation left 
over from the 
Big Bang. 

CMBR was much 
hotter in the 
early universe, 
which was much 
smaller. 

Nowadays CMBR 
temperature is 
about 3K: in the 
microwave.
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Work out composition using CMBR, Type 1A supernovae, 
large scale structure, etc., in space and terrestrially.

Shock: familiar stuff makes up only 5% of the energy 
budget of our universe! We are very atypical.

Current epoch: expansion of universe is accelerating.

Working back, Einstein’s equations signal a curvature 
singularity at the “Big Bang” origin point. How to cope?
Must marry the macroscopic with the microscopic.

Weighing the Cosmos

0%0%1%

4%

25%

70%

Heavy Elements:     .03%

Neutrinos:      .3%

Stars:            .5%

Free H₂, He gas:    4%
Dark Matter:       25%

Dark Energy:       70%
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Escape speed from a body depends on its mass & how 
close you are. Rises to lightspeed at “event horizon”. 

Event Horizon: surface of no return.                          
If you fall inside you cannot escape.                           
You can’t even signal out!  

Bigger black holes are fatter.

(For rotating “Kerr” black holes,                               
event horizon is a squashed sphere                        
rather than a round sphere.)

An object is called a Black Hole only if it is dense enough 
to be physically contained within its own event horizon. 

Earth’s event horizon radius is ~ size of ping-pong ball. 
So Earth is not a BH.☺ Neither is our Sun.

BH forms after big star runs out of gas and collapses.

~90% of galaxies have supermassive BH at centre.

Black Hole Event Horizon 10



Hawking Radiation & Information Paradox
Quantum physics matters even for a 
Black Hole. BH emits radiation like a 
“blackbody” (c.f. red-hot coals)!

“Hawking temperature” depends only 
on BH mass, spin, [charge]. It is 
extremely low for astrophysical BHs. 

A sun-mass BH would radiate at only 

10¯²⁸Watts, way colder than CMBR!

Plenty of stuff falls in; outsiders can’t see any of it; 
only Hawking radiation comes out. Where did the 
information go? Is it GONE? Hawking claimed “Yes!”.

Hawking finally conceded major bet to Preskill in 2004. 

Thorne is still sitting on the fence, unconvinced.         
If some new theory solves the “BH Information Paradox”, 
then how exactly is information returned?
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Black Hole Singularity
At the very centre of a BH, Einstein’s equations 
produce a singularity = where curvature of spacetime 
becomes infinite. Spacetime goes BOOM!

Singularity of non-rotating BH is a point. 

(For rotating BH, it is ring-shaped.) 

Curvature drives tidal forces, which stretch/squeeze 
any matter present in perpendicular directions. 

Tidal forces become infinite at the BH singularity. 

Anything falling into the singularity gets spaghettified. 

Unfortunately, Einstein’s equations totally run out of 
predictive power at singularities, Black Hole or Big Bang! 

Need to build Gravity 3.0 to handle them. Best candidate 
currently in the market of ideas is string theory.

NB: astronomers focus on what’s outside the horizon.
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Quantum Physics
To grok Black Holes & the Big Bang, we need to 
understand microscopic physics as well as macroscopic. 

Micro realm is deeply affected by quantum mechanics.

Quantum mechanics has two major cornerstones.

Objects (like electrons) have both particle-like 
behaviour (like marbles) & wave-like behaviour (like 
water waves). Which one you detect depends on how 
you do the experiment. Think of them as wavicles.

Energy comes only in discrete lumps, called “quanta”.

Wavelike behaviours such as interference & diffraction 
confirmed in lab for photons, electrons, neutrons, ...   

Einstein won Nobel Prize for explaining Photoelectric 
Effect. Essential physics: Short-wavelength photons can 
kick electrons out of atoms. Long-wavelength photons 
can’t, regardless of how many you use (intensity of EM 
wave). This is why cellphones cannot cause DNA damage.
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Energy levels for atomic                                 
electrons are discrete!        e.g. H:

Visible spectral lines for H:-

Relativistic version of Doppler effect for light shifts 
spectral lines if source is in relative motion:-

“blueshift” if moving towards (shortens wavelength);

“redshift” if moving away (lengthens wavelength).

This is how astronomers figure out motions of stars.

Spectral Lines 14



Atomic Substructure

Atomic electron clouds are 
about 0.1nm across.

Nuclei are about 10,000 
times smaller, at ~10fm.

Inside atomic nuclei live 

protons (atomic #) and

neutrons (isotope).

Firing electrons into 
nucleons at SLAC in late 
1960s led to discovery that 
protons & neutrons are 
composite.

3 nuggets inside! “Quarks”.

proton is uud,

neutron is udd.
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Particle Taxonomy

How to tell particles apart? Symmetry helps classify.

Only mass, spin & force-charges are the same in all 
reference frames. So they make perfect particle labels! 

Mass, spin and charge are intrinsic to the particle.  
They cannot be dug out without changing its identity.

Mass can be anything. Spin is quantized: can be either 

(0,1,2,...)ħ = “Bosons” or (1/2, 3/2,...)ħ = “Fermions”.   

Fermions obey Pauli Exclusion Principle: “No two 
fermions can occupy the same quantum state at the 
same time”. [c.f. BEC!]  This PEP is responsible for the 
bigger size of atoms with higher atomic #. 

Supersymmetry uniquely extends spacetime symmetry 
and partners up fermions with bosons. SUSY changes 
spin by 1/2 but leaves mass & charge alone. So if it’s a 
symmetry of Nature it’s broken at low energy (today).
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Ice Skater Analogy
Imagine two ice skaters throwing a ball between them.

Remember recoil, like with a gun and its bullet.

Skater 1 throws ball, and recoils in opposite direction. 
Skater 2 catches, so recoils in same direction as ball. 

Then Skater 2 throws back to Skater 1.

After one entire cycle, both Skater 1 & Skater 2 are 
moving away from each other. Repeat, ad nauseam.

Overall effect? Skater 1 & Skater 2 mutually repel.  
Same strength of ‘force’ for both.

Ball plays role of photon; skaters in role of electrons. 
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Force Messengers
Photon transmits the electromagnetic (EM) force.

Graviton is hypothesized messenger for gravity (G). 
Plenty of indirect evidence; direct detection sought.

8 gluons transmit the strong nuclear (SN) “colour” 
force. Needed - to bind nucleus together.

W+, W-, Z transmit the Weak Nuclear (WN) “flavour” 
force. Responsible for radioactive beta decay.

Gravity affects anything with energy. EM affects only 
charged objects. SN felt only by coloured quarks & 
gluons. WN felt by flavoured quarks, leptons, W+,W-,Z,H.

Two good ways to pin down a force: strength & range.

Strength-wise in universe today, G < WN < EM < SN.

G and EM have infinite range. SN confined within nuclei 
<1fm. WN also short-range, operating over scales <1am. 

18



The Subatomic Zoo
Fermions play the role of matter (stuff).

Bosons play the role of interaction (force) messengers. 

EM, WN & SN have spin-1 messengers. 

Gravity has spin-2 messenger.

Hypothesized Higgs has spin-0.

Can build any particle yet 
discovered in the lab with

6 flavours of quark Lego                                        
(proton=uud, neutron=udd);

6 flavours of lepton Lego                             
(electrons & cousins);

4 kinds of messenger Lego.

Physicists in hot pursuit of 
Higgs -  which gives mass to 
W+, W-, Z, leptons, quarks.
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Particle Colliders at FNAL & CERN

Tevatron: 4mi diameter
Near Chicago, US
Running at 2TeV

LHC: 27km diameter
Near Geneva, CH
Gearing up for 7TeV

Did you know the www                                           
was invented at CERN? Particle colliders are huge 
machines, requiring stupendous computing power!
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Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle is very specific. It 
limits precision of specific pairs of physical observables. 

Common example: energy and time. Essential idea: get 
away with an energy crime if you do it quickly enough! 

Quantum physics introduces random jitter. Cannot be 
turned off, even at absolute zero temperature. 

Quantum jitter about classical values matters physically. 
However, on macroscopic scales we never notice it.

QM lets us compute probabilities for various outcomes.

Anything not expressly forbidden can happen. Major 
quantum fluctuations are much rarer than minor ones.

Consider a single electron    . Sits in an active “vacuum”:    
a whole sea of virtual particle-antiparticle pairs making 
fleeting appearances as allowed by Heisenberg U.P.. 

-

Quantum Uncertainty 21
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Vacuum Polarization
Real e- surrounded by virtual pairs, in all directions.

Closer in, electric field is stronger, so find bigger 
density of virtual pairs there and stronger impact.

e+s in nearby virtual pairs 
screen part of charge of 
original e- from us. 

Virtual e-,e+ further out just 
add to this screening.

Virtual e-e+ have fleeting 
lifespan, so weak effect.

Physical result: force 
strength detected depends 
on energy used to probe it.

Termed “running of coupling”. 
i.e., EM coupling isn’t constant!
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Running Couplings 23

Experiment hints at unification up at high energy



Take iron bar. Heat it up. Each little Fe spin is a tiny 
magnet. Once molten, a blob of iron has no overall 
magnetism - on average. “Rotationally symmetric”.

Now let iron cool. Spins freeze into small aligned 
“domains”. Groundstate has all spins aligned.  

Cooling led to “Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking”!

Glashow, Salam, Weinberg won Nobel for “unifying” 
weak nuclear & EM forces together via SSB.

At high temperature (early universe), W+, W-, Z, photon 
were all massless & unified into a combo gauge field.

At low temperature (now), W+, W-, Z are heavy but 
photon is not; WN force got broken away from EM. 

Unification and SSB 24



QM & GR are twin pillars of 20th C. physics. Try joining!  

Let’s compute probability for graviton scattering.  

Find probability proportional to energy-squared (with 

coefficient involving 3 physical constants: c, G, ħ). 

Sensible for low energy. But if crank energy up high 
enough, probability eventually exceeds 100%. Oops!! 

This is not a trivial error. It is a deep theoretical 
emergency. No credible fix for it has yet been found.

So... GR is not a consistent quantum theory. 

GR is still a mighty fine classical theory of gravity.

Seek Gravity 3.0 which does knit GR and QM together.  

Failure of GR at High Energy

G G

G G

G
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Unifying Spin 1 and Spin 2
Trying to unify EM and GR beat even Einstein! This is 
partly because he disliked QM. Unfortunately for his big 
dream, he also ignored the nuclear interactions.

[Open] String Theory was first invented to explain the 
strong nuclear force. Fatal flaw: spin-2 massless beastie.

Years later, people realized this is the graviton! YES!

Physicists had been stuck on quantizing GR for decades.

String theory is, so far, the only technically convincing 
construction. Loop Quantum Gravity, for instance, fails 
to satisfy the crucial Correspondence Principle.

26



String as Lego
Gravity 3.0: stick with QM, modify GR at high-energy.

String Theory idea: Legos are strings: one-dimensional. 
Not like cat string - relativistic, & much smaller.

We can excite the fundamental and/or overtones.

Higher modes abuzz if energy budget is big; not if not.

Different oscillation modes possess different mass, spin 
and force charges. Interpreted as different “particles”.  

Most amazing fact: get quantum gravity, for FREE!!

27

Open string groundstate is 
massless spin-1 gauge boson.

Closed string groundstate is 
massless spin-2 graviton.

Open string: standing waves.

Closed string: travelling 
waves (L- and R-moving).

string “worldsheets”



Smoothness of String Interactions
Recall our ice skater analogy for messenger bosons.

Particle interactions happen at specific points in space.  

What about strings? 

String interactions are naturally and inherently 
spread out in spacetime. 

Strings interact by smoothly splitting or joining.

This softening makes Gravity 3.0 calculable. Booyah! :)

1

2 3

4

G G

G G

G
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Softness of String
Particles are pointy: “hard”.

Strings are extended: “softer”.

Particle QM: higher momentum means                 
shorter quantum wavelength and therefore greater 
sensitivity. So more $$ means better resolution.   

String resolution follows the particle behaviour at low 
energy, and then worsens again at high energy. Why? 
With a big enough energy budget, oscillator energy 
beats tension energy of string. Probe string gets 
floppier and fatter, limiting its effectiveness. 

This softness helps make Gravity 3.0 calculable. :)

Smallest distance strings can meaningfully probe this 
way is known as the “string length”. 

There may be no physical meaning to shorter distances. 
Maybe the buck really does stop at string theory.

29



The Super in Superstring
Quantum “anomaly cancellation” gives consistency 
conditions for any string theory. e.g.: for superstring 
d-2=8, i.e. d=10; for bosonic string d-2=24, i.e. d=26.

Supersymmetric strings have paired-up fermionic & 
bosonic modes. They are free of dangerous tachyons.

Worldsheet SUSY pairs each transverse spatial direction 
of spacetime with one or two spin-half superfriends.

Five consistent superstring theories all living in d=10

Type Fermions Character Gauge Symmetry

I 8 open -

IIA 8L + 8R nonchiral -

IIB 16L / 16R chiral -

HE 8R only hybrid E₈xE₈
HO 8R only hybrid SO(32)
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Extra Dimensions of Space
Theories incorporating this idea go back over 80 years, 
but string theory is new in requiring more dimensions.

Consider ant on telephone wire. 

Big ant can walk in only one direction: the circular 
(small) dimension is curled up so small it goes unnoticed.

Tiny ant would think wire surface is two-dimensional.

QM: must pay energy toll to go into extra dimension.

State-of-the-art experiment says: 
universal extra dimensions must be <0.01fm  
gravity-only extra dimensions must be <0.15mm (!)
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Strings not the only extended objects in string theory!

“D-brane” = where any                                          
open string must end.

“brane” is short                                                     
for “membrane”. 

Branes can wrap.

D-branes gravitate, curving 10-d spacetime “in the bulk”.

They also have gauge fields living “on the brane”.

What is Duality? An exact physical equivalence between 
two distinct physical systems. Like having an exact 
dictionary between two languages. Not common!

T-duality came first. Swaps momentum & winding of 
closed string around curled dimension & inverts radius. 

AdS/CFT breakthrough(‘97): strings living in near-brane 
spacetime dual to large-N gauge fields living on branes!!!

D-branes and Duality 32
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Big Crash
One possibility for the origin of our Big Bang is to allow 
more dimensions of space than the three we can see.

Suppose we live on a brane, a slice in a higher- 
dimensional universe. 

Suppose another brane lives elsewhere in that universe. 

Suppose one day another brane crashed into us. That 
would dump a whole heap of energy into our universe!

Note: this is a different concept from “many-worlds 
interpretation of QM” or “parallel universes”. 

Panoply of new options for ultimate fate of Universe.
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Cosmic Arrogances and Accidents
Unlike particle experiments, the cosmos is a one-shot 
experiment. We cannot press a button and watch the 
Big Bang again. This limitation is called “cosmic variance”.

Also, applying quantum probability ideas to the whole 
universe poses very deep conceptual challenges.

Some think String Theory will eventually be understood 
well enough to uniquely predict our universe.

Most practising String Theorists today think along less 
arrogant lines. It is more likely that our universe was a 
cosmic accident. Other very foreign universes may 
exist with different particle spectra, number of big 
dimensions, force strengths, masses, etc.

String theory has a huge “Landscape” of possible 
universes. (NB: Loop Quantum Gravity’s is even huger!)

Humanity and our planet and star are just specks in a 
vast universe, cosmically insignificant. Humbling.
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